I suggest we stop making urban legends. Some trust is gotten then anyone can claim they are whatever. Because that’s the essence of the internet. Over the years if one watched the JoS there have been just too many stories. Some of them are legends, idiots find every sort of drama to play around these, others lie they talk with the persons who left. Others use the legends to find reasons to quit, slack, this and that.

Others say someone left for the mountains and others someone farted and went to some other constellation, therefore they cannot be with us anymore... Sadly... Because we are so more subservient than the mighty triple double ascended individuals.

There are some evident points though that need be observed. Why supposedly all these people leave or this and that tends to be a far lower way and choice than people try to estimate it was.

In Satanism it’s a serious business. Risen, or whatever, you have to be here and work with us. Because it’s no different than a job. Now some people for their own reasons leave and quit.

Supposedly they are too advanced to care for the newer ones anymore and they see Satanism as some sort of personal career. Well, that’s a load of shit. I could never believe this, simply because as you advance you realize the value of those around you. And I say to everyone here, take ALL you hear with a grain of salt. Use your logic. If you are alive it’s due to logic. So, use this and stay logical. Do not invent or assume all that much. Take care of yourself and work for Satan. Such rumor games mean nothing and win us nothing.

The best or the worst could have happened but what’s the purpose of making up legends? People have their personal lives as well, so I say better leave someone be and keep on working. What these people have left here can advance you and they helped when they could. As far as that goes, respect them and keep on.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666